Stetie quotes Djelal as reminding us, "is the bird of vision and does not come to rest in signs." Inner and outer realities, too, may thus achieve fusion at the same time as an awareness dawns, via the poetic, of their fragile, airy, oddly empty, absent ontic modes. No wonder, either, that for Stetie, there is no definable path, no common way of being: even though we all explore the interrelated, half-shared secrets of "the difficulty of birth and being, the dazzlements engendered within us by the soul and through love, the terrors attached to illness, aging and death," uniqueness reigns supreme. "I am the Truth," the blinded and expectant, brilliant and obscure, caught -yet free -within the reciprocal validations of word and world we endlessly spin. Always -whether it be the attentive naming or the exquisitely ephemeral, the recollection of spiritual states, the alertness to rhythm and sound, form and meaning's swirl, and their bondness to a purpose "exceeding the sign" -there reigns a sharp, searching, never still and ettled sense of the pertinence of poetry, Its texts, yes, but more importantly its acts, to everyday experience, the experience of every moment. Poetry less, therefore, as "art [than as] bond," link, to the unconscious, to the Other, to self, or other. The poet: "s/he who maintains the truth of [such a] bond." It is no surprise to find in a Le Dantec's work that every evocation of every line resonates with a most delicate attunement to its ontic mystery, the strangeness of its articulation, its emergence, its retraction. The discretions of the poietic front upon its flagrances. All remains, despite our surging or faltering gestures of nomination, oddly veiled still in that very pristiness of enigma hat, in the first place, caught our eye, drew our mind, invited our speech. "Ce qui s"entend provient des confins. / L'image vient apres."
Michael Bishop
A writer, happily, of great subtlety and little pretension.
Michael Bishop Dalhousie University
We may not have expected any more published poetry from Henri Michaux after immediately posthumous Oeplacements degagements (1985) and Affrontement( 1986) . And, indeed, of the forty-five poems assembled in A distance (a title from a 1953 text) by Micheline Phankim and Anne-Elisabeth Halpern, only ten are actual inedits, all others having appeared either in periodicals or in short run plaquettes.
The selection, or better gathering , offered, which spans the entire period of creative production of Michaux provides, however, some thirteen yearã fter the poet's death, a fascinating Comptes rendus .:. 107
